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Abstract

Abstract: Mobile networks differ from their wireline counterparts mainly by the high costs
for air transmissions and by the mobility of the users. A new entity, denoted as thecrawling
peer, is suggested in order to optimize the resource mediation mechanism for a mobile P2P
file sharing application. The crawling peer locates contenton behalf of mobile peers. It is
placed in the wireline part of the mobile network and thus, does not suffer from the above
mentioned restrictions. The crawling peer is part of a comprehensive mobile P2P file shar-
ing architecture [1] which is based on the popular eDonkey file sharing application. The
performance of three querying strategies of the crawling peer is investigated with respect
to banning at the index servers and the response time of requests, i.e. the time to find a
file. The results show that the selection of an appropriate request strategy for the crawling
peer maximizes the probability of locating a file while the probability to be banned by an
eDonkey index server is minimized.

Keywords: P2P, mobile network architecture, resource mediation

1 Introduction

Despite the economical difficulties the last years have seentwo success stories in networking.
Cellular mobile networks have gained tremendous popularity, e.g. the number of GSM sub-
scribers rose in Germany within ten years from 1.76 million (1993) to 63.5 million (2003) [2].
A similar extreme growth has only been matched by peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing services like
Napster, eDonkey/eMule or BitTorrent. Within the five yearssince the start of Napster, they
have evolved to the most dominant application in the Internet in terms of transmission volume
[3, 4]. A continuation of the GSM success story by UMTS was expected but, at least in Europe,
is still evolving. This fact comes mainly from the absent of services and applications for this
technology [5]. UMTS network operators are currently looking for applications which do both:
a) exploit, qualitatively and quantitatively, the potentialof the UMTS technology andb) moti-
vate the user to adopt the new technology. In that way,mobile P2P file-sharingis an interesting
candidate for such an application.
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Mobile networks differ from wireline networks mainly by thelimited capacity of radio chan-
nels and by the mobility of the users. The high costs of air transmission ask for a minimization
of any signalling. The user mobility results in rapidly varying on-line states of users and leads
to the discontinued relaying and buffering of signalling information. This can be achieved for
example by entities which on behalf of others store content,i.e. proxies, or entities which locate
information, i.e.crawlers.

P2P is a highly distributed application architecture whereequal entities, denoted aspeers,
voluntarily share resources, e.g. files or CPU cycles, via direct exchange. The advantages of P2P
services are the autonomous, load-adaptive, and resilientoperation of these services. In order to
share resources, the peers have to coordinate among each other which causes significant amount
of signalling traffic [6, 7]. P2P applications support two fundamental coordination functions:a)
resource mediationmechanisms, i.e. functions to search and locate resources or entities, andb)
resource access controlmechanisms, i.e. functions to permit, schedule, and transfer resources.
In particular, mediation functions are responsible for thehigh amount of signalling traffic of
P2P services. Theoverall performanceof P2P applications is determined by the individual
performance of the basic P2P control functions.

A P2P file swapping user is mainly interested in a short exchange time for files. Therefore
the mediation time, i.e. the time to locate a file, and the timeto exchange the file has to be
minimized. A reduction of the mediation time becomes of evengreater importance in mobile
networks. The expected content of mobile P2P file sharing services is of small or size, e.g. ring
tones or images. The user, however, is expecting an overall performance related to the size of
the content.

The reduced mediation traffic on the air interface, the discontinued signalling, and the short
mediation times needed for mobile P2P file sharing networks ask for new architecture solutions
for these kinds of P2P services. An efficient solution might state the use of new entities, in par-
ticular of the so-calledcrawling peer. The crawling peer is placed in the wired part of the mobile
network and locates files on behalf of mobile peers. Researchon the mediation performance in
P2P systems is fundamental. The crawling peer might be an alternative to highly distributed
concepts such asDistributed Hash Tables, as used in Chord [8], orflooding concepts, as used in
Gnutella [9].

In this paper we investigate the performance of a crawling peer as introduced in [1]. Sec-
tion 2 describes the Mobile P2P architecture. In Section 3, we measured typical values of real
eDonkey index servers which are used as input parameters in our investigation. The consid-
ered network and the crawling peer are modeled in Section 4. Numerical results with analytical
approximations are given in Section 5 and Section 6 gives a conclusion and outlook on future
work.

2 Mobile P2P Architecture

The suggested mobile P2P architecture for third generationmobile networks first introduced in
[1] and is depicted in Figure 1. The suggested concept is based on the architecture of the popular
eDonkey P2P file sharing application [10, 11] and was enhanced by three specific entities: the
cache peer, themobile P2P index server, and thecrawling peer.
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Figure 1: Architecture concept for a P2P file-sharing service optimized to mobile networks

Thecache peeris a modified eDonkey peer that can be triggered to download often requested
files and then offers these files to the community. It is located in the wireline and operator
controlled part of the mobile network. The cache peer is assumed to have a high-speed Internet
connection and sufficient large storage capacity. The application of the cache peer reduces the
traffic caused by popular content on the radio interface since the file is served by a wireline peer
and not by a mobile peer. In addition, mobile peers are servedin average faster and more reliable
[12]. Also the traffic to external networks is reduced.

The mobile P2P index serveris a modified eDonkey index server. It tracks the frequently
requested content and triggers the cache peer to fetch it. The mobile P2P index server advertises
the cache peer to other mobile peers which search for the popular content. The mobile P2P index
server hides all other mobile sources if the cache peer can provide the file. Thus, the mobile P2P
index server forces the mobile peers to download the file fromthe cache peer.

Thecrawling peeris also located in the wireline part of the suggested mobile P2P architecture
and searches content on behalf of other mobile peers. The crawling peer can locate files even
when a mobile peer is not online. As a result, the search traffic is shifted to the wireline part
of the network and the radio links are relieved from signalling traffic. It has to be noted that a
mobile peer should not be allowed to contact external eDonkey server. If a mobile peer would
contact external index directly then the mobile P2P index server can not track the files requested
by mobile peers, that would result in less effective caching. Hence, the crawling peer is not
queried directly by mobile peers. The mobile P2P index server triggers the crawling peer to
search for content if it does not know the location of a file.

In general, an eDonkey peer, either a wireline peer or a mobile peer, can send search queries
in a local or a global way. Local queries are restricted to the index server only towhich the
requesting peer is connected to. Global queries are send by the peer to multiple index server
sequentially until sufficient sources of the requested content are found. If a peer starts a global
query, it causes additional signalling traffic proportional to the number of index servers visited.
The order of contacting index server is arbitrary and does not consider any properties of the
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Figure 2: Mean number of files and of users per index server

servers, e.g. number of files currently indexed. A more intelligent search strategy leads to
significant improvements. The crawling peer might gather statistics about the index servers and
preferably contact the servers that offer the most files first. This gives a better chance to find any
results faster. In addition, a fast locating of files would also lead to reduced signalling traffic for
global queries.

When executing an intelligent search strategy, the crawling peer has also to consider thecredit
point systemin the eDonkey network [13], which prevents a peer of issuingtoo many search
queries to a certain index server. The crawling peer should query only index servers for which
it has enough credit points. If there are no credit points at all, the query should be blocked, or
delayed. An additional option that can increase the search capacity is to have more than one
crawling peer.

3 Measurements of Index Server Information

The performance evaluation of the crawling peer and its search strategies, cf. Section 5, needs
basic performance values for the eDonkey index server behavior. Therefore, the average number
of connected peers to an eDonkey index server and the number of registered files on the server
have been measured. Additionally, the round trip times between a host at the University of
Würzburg and the index servers were idnetified by sending ICMP packets with the standard
Linux ping tool. A list of public eDonkey servers can be foundin the Internet at [14], where
information on the number of peers and files for each of the servers are updated every 15 minutes.
The measurements were performed during April 2004.

In total,N = 138 different index server are investigated. The measured number of registered
files at index serveri ∈ I := {1, · · · , N} is denoted bỹFi, the measured number of registered
users byŨi, and the measured round trip times byR̃i. The collected values revealed that the
largest index servers host up to 500,000 peers with 44 millions of files, whereas about half
of the servers have less than 1,000 connected peers with lessthan 150,000 files. In order to
identify an index server, we use an ID. The index servers are decreasingly sorted by the mean
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution function of measured andfitted RTTs

numberµ(F̃i) of registered files. The ID of an index server reflects its position in the sorted list,
∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , N} : i < j ⇔ µ(F̃i) > µ(F̃j). Figure 2 shows the mean numberµ(F̃i) of files
and the mean numberµ(Ũi) of users registered to an index server with the index server ID on
the abscissa.

The time for answering a search request by an index server is modelled by using the round trip
time. Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the round trip times for two
public index servers, the largest index server in the eDonkey network with ID 1 and a Chinese
eDonkey server with ID 48. The latter has about 12,000 users with 540,000 shared files. The
blue curves indicate the measured values which we fit by a lognormal distribution. In detail, the
round tripRi of an index serveri is modelled by (1), whereasµ(x) andσ(x) returns the mean
value and the standard deviation of the valuesx, respectively. The resulting CDFs are plotted in
Figure 3 as red curves and we can obtain a good match.

Ri = DET(d) + LOGN(m, s) = min(R̃i) + LOGN
(
µ(R̃i − min(R̃i)), σ(R̃i)

)
(1)

Furthermore, we found out that two thirds of the public eDonkey server could be pinged,
whereas one third did not answer the ICMP packets. The 46 not pingable servers are also mod-
elled as the sum of a deterministic and a lognormal random variable according to (1). For
the not pingeable servers we model the parameters d, s and m ofthe distributions in (1) as
normal distributed random variables. The values are taken from the set of pingable servers
J = {j : serverj is pingable}.

d ∼ N
(
µ(min(R̃j)), σ(min(R̃j))

)
, m ∼ N

(
µ(µ(R̃j)), σ(µ(R̃j))

)
− d,

s ∼ N
(
µ(χ(R̃j)), σ(χ(R̃j))

)
· m with χ(R̃j) = σ(R̃j)/µ(R̃j) (2)
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4 Model of the Network and the Crawling Peer

We consider a mobile P2P-network as proposed in [1] and as introduced in Section 2. In the
mobile network, the users generate a Poisson arrival process of requests for files which cannot
be found in the mobile domain. Therefore the requests are delegated to the crawling peer (CP).
The request arrival rate is denoted withλ. The CP then asks for the file at the known index
servers inI according to a specific request strategy. The asked index server has three answer
options: The file is known and the location of the file is reported back to the CP, the file is not
known, or the CP is banned. In order to increase the efficiencyof the search, the CP may ask a
number ofk servers simultanously. The search stops if either at least one request was successful,
since we assume that additional sources – if available – are found by eDonkey’s source exchange
mechanism, or, if no source has been found according to the request strategy. The file request
success probability on an individual index serveri ∈ I is modelled by the probabilityfi, which
is derived from the measurements we describe in Section 3. Itis defined as

fi =
µ(F̃i)∑
i∈I F̃i

, (3)

i.e. according to the distribution of the file registrationsat the index servers.
The banning of clients which request an index server to oftenhas been introduced lately by

the creators of the ”lugdunum index” server, which is the software platform of choice for the
majority of the index servers in the public eDonkey network.The index server has for each
requesting client a number of credit points. For each file request, the credit is decreased by
normally 16 points, while in turn in each second one point is added. That means that a client
which requests the server every 16 seconds or higher will notbe banned. If a client is banned and
asks again within a server-specific time, the ban time is prolonged. A more detailed description
of the banning mechanism can be found on the web [13].

The banning mechanism is modelled as following. Each index server hasci credit points.
Initially, the credits are set to a value ofcinit , which is around1000 credits according to the
references we found on the web. On each request ati, the credits are reduced bycr points. Once
the crawling peer is banned at an index server, it stays banned forever in our model. This is a
worst case assumption since we have no information about theban time as it is implemented in
the public eDonkey network.

The return time from the begin of the request for an index server until the report of the results
is modelled with the measured round trip times as introducedin Section 3. The access time to
the file location database in the server is neglected.

The goal is now to identify request strategies which delivergood results in terms of the file
request success probabilityps and the mean search timeµs. We define the success probability
ps,i as the probability that afteri requested servers a file location has been reported back to the
crawling peer successfully. A key factor for the performance of the request strategies is the the
ban probabilitypban, since with a ban on an index server this server is ”lost” for the rest of the
time. Next, we introduce three kind of request strategies and discuss the success probability of
the strategies to locate content.
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4.1 RaRe Strategy - Randomly Requesting Servers

The random request (RaRe) strategy constitutes the most straightforward approach. The crawl-
ing peer chooses a set ofk index servers randomly from the list and sends a file request to each of
them. The search stops as soon as at least one file location hasbeen reported back to the crawling
peer. The success probabilityps,i for this approach corresponds to the one-shifted geometrical
distribution:

ps,i = GEOM1(µ(fi), i), with µ(fi) =

∑
i′∈I fi′

|I|
(4)

Note that equation (4) is valid only if we neglect banning.

4.2 Psi Strategy - Optimizing Success Probabilityps,i

The Psi strategy tries to optimize the success probabilityps,i by ordering the list of index servers
by their individual file request success probabilityfi. If performing a file search, the crawling
peer asks first the index server with the highestfi, i.e. with the highest number of files, then
the second highest and so on. Although it can be expected thatwith this strategy the success
probability is high, it can also lead to problems due to a fastbanning at the highest index servers
in the list. This assumption is also verified in the results, cf. Section 5.1.

The pure success probabilityps,i without banning is now given by

ps,i = fi

i−1∏

j=1

(1 − fj) , (5)

so it exceeds the RaRe strategy in this discipline, since theservers with the highest success
probabilities are asked first. Figure 4 shows the pure success probabilityps,i for the RaRe and
the Psi strategy after contactingi index servers. The analytically derived equations forps,i are
also validated by comparing with simulations. The Psi strategy has a much more larger success
probablity than the RaRe strategy after contacting the samenumberi of index servers. With
respect to be banned at an index server, the influence of the request strategy on the performance
of the crawling peer is depicted more detailed in Section 5.1.

4.3 NoBan Strategy - Smart Requesting without Banning

The NoBan strategy tries to combine the advantages of the first two strategies, which are a low
banning probability of the RaRe strategy and a high success probability and a small response
time for the Psi strategy. However, the price for the better performance is the higher complexity
of the strategy in terms of computation and memory requirements. As the name suggests, the
NoBan strategy tries to avoid banning at any costs. This is achieved by assuming that the crawl-
ing peer knows it’s credit points at all known index servers.So, the crawling peer can avoid a
ban if an index serveri where it has low credits is put on a black list. In this case, the search re-
quest is blocked at serveri. The probability ispb,i. If a search request has not been successfully
answered yet and all not requested servers are on the black list, the search request is completely
blocked. The probability ispb. Index servers on the black list are taboo for file requests until the
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Figure 4: Success probabilityps,i after contactingi servers

credit points are high enough to avoid banning. This strategy implies that some kind of signaling
between the crawling peer and the index servers exists, suchthat the credit points are known.

The file request order is analog to the Psi strategy, i.e. we ask servers with the highest file
count first. Consequently, the success probability corresponds to the success probability for the
Psi strategy, too.

5 Results

In this section, we investigate the proposed request strategies with respect to success probability
and response time. The strategies are compared for different load scenarios. The request arrival
rateλ is defined as the number of search requests within one hour. Furthermore, we analyze the
influence of the number of simultaneously requested serverson the performance of the crawling
peer. Finally, we take a look into different criteria for blocking a search request according to the
NoBan strategy.

5.1 Comparison of the Request Strategies

A search request for a file can be either blocked or not. If the request is not blocked and the
crawling peer finds a source for the file, the search request issuccessfully answered. Otherwise,
the search is unsuccessful. In this section, we considerk = 1 simultaneously requested servers.
Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution function of the response time of the crawling peer to
search requests. We consider a scenario with very low searchrequest arrival rateλ = 25h−1. In
this scenario, the obtained blocking probabilitypb is zero when using the NoBan strategy. This
means for unsuccessfully answered search requests that each of theN index server is contacted.
The resulting response timeTunsuc is lognormally distributed, since the sum of lognormal ran-
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dom variables can be effectively approximated as a lognormal random variable [15].

Tunsuc =
N∑

i=1

min(Ri) + LOGN(µunsuc, σunsuc) , with parameters (6)

µunsuc =

N∑

i=1

(µ(Ri) − min(Ri)) , σunsuc =

√√√√
N∑

i=1

σ(Ri)
2 (7)

The density functionrsuc(t) of the response timeTsuc for successful requests is computed
by using the theorem of total probabilities. The index server i knows the searched file with
probabilityfi and the density function of its round trip timeRi is ri(t) = d

dt
P{Ri ≤ t}

rsuc(t) =

(
N−1∑

i=1

ps,i · r(t|i)

)
+r(t|N) with ps,i = fi

i−1∏

j=1

(1 − fi) andr(t|i) =

i

�
j=1

rj(t) (8)

where� is the convolution of the density functionsrj . The probability isps,i that index server
i returns the first successful answer. For this case, we denotethe resulting response time as
r(t|i). Analogously, the density functionr(t) of not blocked requests is computed by using the
probabilityps,N = fN

∏N−1

i=1
(1 − fi) of being successful after contacting allN servers.

r(t) = ps,N · rsuc(t) + (1 − ps,N) · rsuc(t)�
d

dt
P{Tunsuc ≤ t} (9)

The derived response time in (9) is only valid for unblocked search requests and for not being
banned from any index server. This assumption does not hold for the RaRe strategy and the Psi
strategy. In this case, the crawling peer is already banned from index servers at a load where the
blocking probability for the NoBan strategy is zero (i.e.λ < 225 h−1, cf. Figure 8). Figure 6
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Figure 7: Influence of the request strategy on the performance of the crawling peer

shows the mean number of banning servers and the corresponding confidence intervals for the
RaRe and the Psi strategy when simulating 1,000 seach requests. For high search request arrival
ratesλ > 300 h−1, the crawling peer is almost banned from every index server.This results in
a probability for a successfully answered request close to zero, cf. Figure 7(b).

We consider now the mean response time of the crawling peer for the different request strate-
gies in dependence of the load. It seems astonishing that theresponse time of successfully an-
swered requests increases for higher load when applying theNoBan strategy, while the response
time remains on the same level or even decreases for the Psi and the RaRe strategy, respectively.
This is illustrated in Figure 7(a). The reason is quite obvious, the number of blocked servers
increases with the load for the NoBan strategy. On the other hand, the higher the number of
banning servers is the less servers can be contacted which results in higher response time and
lower success probabilites for the RaRe and Psi strategy, see Figure 7.

Considering the NoBan strategy, very small confidence intervals are obtained. For exam-
ple, we simulated a scenario with the NoBan strategy for three different request ratesλ ∈
{175, 225, 275}h−1 . For each scenario, 10,000 search requests were created andthe number
of repetitions is set to 20. The maximal observed relative error is only 0.49%. The relative error
is defined as half-width of the confidence interval with a level of significance ofγ = 99% nor-
malized by the mean value. For this reason, the confidence intervals are no more plotted in the
following sections where we only consider the NoBan strategy.

5.2 The Impact of Parallel Requests

In Section 5.1, we compared the request strategies if only one server at the time is asked for
files. Now we examine the impact of the number of servers whichare contacted in parallel, so
k > 1. The motivation to increase the number of parallel requestsis to reduce the mean file
request response time. We consider the NoBan strategy only,since it turned out as the superior
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Figure 8: Influence ofk simultaneously requested servers according to NoBan strategy

request strategy in terms of response time and success probability, cf. Section 5.1.
In Figure 8(a), the mean response time of the successsful searches over the mean search

requests per hour for different numbers ofk is shown. The mean response time is nearly halved
if an additional parallel request process is added, such that with 8 parallel search processes the
mean response time does not exceed the one-second mark, evenfor in high load situations.

The price for this gain is payed with increasing blocking probabilities. This can be seen in
Figure 8(b). The blocking probabilities begin to grow as soon as the load exceeds the225 request
per hour mark. This corresponds to an mean interarrival timeof 16s, which is also the penalty
in credits a request on an index server costs. The blocking probabilities also correlate tok, since
with an higher number of parallel server requests the load increases too. So withk = 8, the
users experience a blocking probability of ca. 20% in the case of 350 file requests per hour. This
suggests that the number of index servers should be increased if possible.

5.3 Blocking Criteria for Search Requests

From Section 5.1 we have seen that it is most important to avoid being banned from any server.
Otherwise, the success probability tends toward zero. In real eDonkey systems, index servers
do not signal the amount of credit points to the requesting peer, cf. Section 4. In order to assure
not being banned from any index server, we use a more stringent strategy for deciding when to
block a search request. The required credit pointsci of the crawling peer for not being banned
at index serveri must exceed a value ofcr = 16. Since the credit points are increased for each
second, we wait at least 16 seconds before contacting an index server again. This guarantees to
be not banned from an index server. This modified NoBan strategy blocks requests by time and
is denoted as NoBan-by-time strategy.

Figure 9 shows the blocking probability and the mean response times of successfully answered
requests. In difference to the original NoBan-by-credits strategy (cf. Figure 8(b)), NoBan-by-
time leads to much more blocked requests, even for pretty lowloads. The reason is that the
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Figure 9: Influence of the blocking criteria for requests according to the NoBan-by-time strategy

NoBan-by-time strategy does not cumulate periods of time during which no requests are issued.
However, the credit points are increased during this period. This results in a kind of buffer
which may accept search requests, even if they occur within 16 seconds. Figure 10 illustrates
the influence of the blocking criterion on the number of blocked requests.

For the NoBan-by-time strategy, the probabilitypb,i that a search request to the index server
i has to be blocked depends on the rateλi of request arrivals at serveri. The corresponding
interarrival timeAi is a random variable. It has to be noted thatAi depends on the former index
servers{j ∈ I : j < i} because of blocked servers and successful responses. Regarding the first
index server,A1 = A ∼ NEGEXP(1/λ). For each index serveri, we approximate the system
by a M/D/1 queue. The offered load at serveri is thenai = λi

c
−1
r

= λicr. Considering the
blocking probability at serveri it holds

pb,i =
λicr

1 + λicr

for the NoBan-by-time strategy. (10)

For the NoBan-by-credits strategy, the probabilitypb,i depends additionally on the credit
points ci at the index serveri. The random variableci is time-discrete and reflects the num-
ber of credits at the end of each second, immediately after increasing by one.

pb,i = P{Ai < 1|ci ≤ cr} for the NoBan-by-credits strategy. (11)

The distribution of the number of credit points can be calculated by using the power method.
Then, the probabilitypb,total that a search request is totally blocked, i.e. at all index servers, can
be formulated independent of the blocking criterion as follows:

pb,total =

N∏

i=1

pb,i (12)
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Figure 10: Illustration of the blocking criteria for requests according to the NoBan strategy

However, the derivation of the blocking probabilitypb as defined in Section 4.3 is more complex:
If a search request has not been successfully answered yet and all not requested servers do not
have enough credit points, the search request is blocked. The resulting blocking probability is
denoted withpb. For each file requestx a list Lx of all index servers exists which denotes if
servery ∈ Lx was already requested for requestx:

Lx(y) =

{
0, if servery not yet requested

1, if servery already requested
.

A requestx is blocked if no more servery ∈ S = {y : L(y) = 0} can be contacted, i.e.
credits cy < 16. In the case of a blocked request it isS 6= ∅. Otherwise,S = ∅, each
server was contacted, i.e. the search request was successfully or unsucessfully answered, but not
blocked. For the NoBan strategy a file requestx is always forwarded to the next available, not
yet requested index server. This means that the next serveri to be contacted for file requestx is
i = min{j ∈ S : cj ≥ 16} which has enough credit points,ci ≥ 16.

FTP servers, e.g. WinFTP, have an option calledAntiHammerin order to ban users if they
contact the server too often within a fixed time period. In this case, a crawling peer needs to use
the NoBan-by-time strategy. On the other side, eDonkey index servers use a credit point system
for avoiding hammering. This is much more comfortable for the users because of less blocked
requests and shorter response time, cf. Figure 8 and Figure 9. For comparing both results, it has
to be noted that the considered load for NoBan-by-credits ismuch higher than for NoBan-by-
time. Nevertheless, the performance is even better in this case. For that reason, index servers
or FTP servers should use a credit point system and signal therequesting users the amount of
available credits. This results in a much more user-friendly, but equally effective prevention of
hammering.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

The objective of this work was to investigate the crawling peer component, which optimizes
the resource mediation mechanism in a mobile p2p architecure. The assumption was that too
frequent requests to the index servers could lead to banningand to performance degradations.

To overcome this problem, three file request strategies havebeen proposed: Randomly Re-
questing Servers (”RaRe”), Optimizing Success Probability (”Psi”) and Smart Requesting with-
out Banning (”NoBan”). The first two strategies do not explicitly avoid banning at the index
servers, which leads to a trade-of between request success probability and response time. The
performance of both strategies begins to decline with increasing load due to the destructive im-
pact of banning at the index servers. Consequently, the NoBan strategy tries to avoid banning at
all costs. We showed that this approach delivers a good performance even for high loads. This
is traded for the cost of some additional intelligence in thecrawling peer component.

Further investigation of the NoBan strategy showed, that a signalling of the credit points at the
index servers would reduce the blocking probability at the crawling peer component (”NoBan-
by-credits”). Without such a signalling, the crawling peerhas to estimate the current number
of credit points which leads in particular to increased blocking probabilities and therefore to
decreased file request success probabilities (”NoBan-by-time”). So, an implementation of the
NoBan-by-credits strategy meets the interests of mobile network operators which want to offer
optimized, reliable and stable P2P services to their customers while maintaining the original P2P
service experience.
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